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The official dates of the DoloMyths Run 2019

The official dates of the DoloMyths Run 2019 event have been set, the outdoor event dedicated to trail running races in the
Val di Fassa Dolomites.
The event, main step of trail running history with over twenty editions, will take place according to the same format of the
last year’s edition but with a striking novelty. The programme places the Sellaronda Ultra Trail on Saturday 13 July, this year
with start and finish in Colfosco (Val Badia), then the Vertical Kilometer of the Crepa Neigra on Friday 19 July and the grand
finale, the skyrace competition, on the fascinating route that passes through Forcella Pordoi, up to Piz Boè and all the way
down along the Val Lasties, scheduled on Sunday 21 July. And, for the first time, the DoloMyths Run Skyrace will be a leg of
the Golden Trail Series, the prestigious international circuit that collects the most famous events of trail running all over the
world such as the French Marathon du Mont Blanc, the Spanish Zegama Aizkorri, the American Pikes Peak Marathon, the
Swiss Sierre Zinal and the Scottish Ring of Steall Skyrace.
The DoloMyths Run Skyrace continues its extraordinary growth, consecrating itself as one of the most important races in the
world, mainly thanks to the enchanting scenery that only the Dolomites are able to offer, but also to the organizational skills
of a dynamic and resourceful team as that coordinated by Diego Salvador.
The DoloMyths Run Skyrace will be the third stage of the Golden Trail Series. The route will be the traditional one with 22
km of length, 10 uphill and 12 downhill, with a positive vertical drop of 1,950 meters, with start and finish in Canazei at
1,450 m after haveing reached the 3.152 meters of the Piz Boè.
The organizational machine is therefore already working to guarantee an edition with high technical contents and new
initiatives to make Canazei and the Val di Fassa in the Italian capital of the trail running once again.
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